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TM INOX PPO NEW
Stainless steel electric pallet truck with compact and 
very low shape

MAXIMUM OPERATOR VISIBILITY, SUITABLE FOR INTENSIVE USE

TM INOX P by Samag in the more powerful version of TM INOX pallet truck. These stainless steel pallet trucks are intended to be used in environments where 

cleanliness and hygiene are essential conditions and where there are problems of corrosion.

 

Main characteristics:

Frame - “B” dimension 780 mm and capacity up to 2500 Kg.

New Tech – LATEST generation AC power and Can Bus technology.

New Traction Motor - 2000 W for optimal performances, best reliability and greater protection.

New Expanded Frame - By optimizing access to the components, we have designed the opening from the front of the machine and no longer from the side, 

to reduce damage from bumps and to reduce the possibility of water or other infiltrations.

Double Protection – Double protection of the electric steering to reduce water infiltrations.

Protected Hour Counter – Protected and hermetic to guarantee the best cleaning possible without any infiltrations.

Fork movement detached from the frame - The forks lift independently without lifting the part of the frame, which remains fixed, making the truck more 

robust and reducing the possibility of infiltrations.

Whole forks - The forks are produced with a single stainless steel plate to facilitate cleaning and to make them more robust.

Swivel Castor wheels – Swivel castors better protected because fitted on the inside of the truck’s frame and also more accessible.

Control Box – with inbuilt control buttons totally in stainless steel.

Adjustable push bar rods for easy and quick maintenance of the levers or replacement of the rod itself.

UPON REQUEST

New Electric Steering – For simplicity of movement and an optimal use of the truck also in reduced spaces.

Cold store version

Operator Transport Platform

 

 LOAD CAPACITY UP TO 2.000 KG AND 2.500 KG
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SOME OPTIONALS

OPERATOR TRANSPORT PLATFORM LITHIUM BATTERY

SCALE/PRINTER USE IN COLD STORE
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Type Stainless steel forklift trucks Class Stainless steel pallet trucks for normal-intensive use

Load capacity (Kg) 2500 Lifting capacity (mm) 120
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